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Welp, Jeff Sessions did not waste any time. The DOJ announced last week they will no
longer challenge the infamous “bathroom bills” blocking transgender students from
using the facilities that align with their gender identity. From The New York Times
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/11/us/politics/trump-transgender-students-
injunction.html):
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The injunction was issued in August (https://www.nytimes.com
/2016/08/23/us/transgender-bathroom-access-guidelines-blocked-
by-judge.html) by Judge Reed O’Connor of the Federal District Court for
the Northern District of Texas as part of a lawsuit filed by more than a
dozen states over the Obama administration’s position that Title IX, the
federal law that bans sex discrimination in schools, protects
transgender students.

Under that interpretation, transgender students have access to
facilities like bathrooms and locker rooms that correspond with their
gender identity, a proposition to which social conservatives strongly
object. They argue that allowing transgender students to use those
facilities poses a threat to the privacy and safety of other students.

The Obama administration appealed the injunction and requested that
it apply only to states involved in the lawsuit and not nationwide. Oral
arguments in that case were scheduled to begin on Tuesday, but on
Friday, the Justice Department withdrew the previous administration’s
challenge.

This comes weeks after a (brief) White House statement (https://www.whitehouse.gov
/the-press-office/2017/01/31/president-donald-j-trump-will-continue-enforce-
executive-order) that literally began with “President Donald J. Trump is determined to
protect the rights of all Americans, including the LGBTQ community.” 

So much for that.
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Your school district can still do the right thing, and many of them always have, quietly.
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Recommended 30 times

Yes, transgender rights will now be a state-by-state or district-by-district issue:  Just like in
to South before the 1970’s, you’ll have your Jim Crow states and areas, where you’ll be at
constant risk of embarrassment and violence, and your free areas, where you can do your
business in peace.
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Oh lord, time for The Green Book again. That was the publication that told Black
motorists which motels and gas stations and diners were safe to patronize. Now
trans people need it.
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There are already websites for this. They shouldn’t be necessary. 
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Absolutely. The need for those websites shames the country
just like the need for the Green Book did.
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You bet they shouldn’t be necessary. But, just as back in them
thar days, it IS necessary. (how far we’ve fallen so fast...)
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Not unlike gerrymandering!
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Recommended 21 times

With DOJ and the Solicitor General now weighing in on the side of defendants, the challenge will be
greater. But at least in the near term we may see the government losing more cases than is typical
for them for the simple reason that they will be on the wrong side of the law.
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For all intents and purposes, there is no more DOJ.  The ACLU will have to assume the role of civil
rights protector for the next four years.  
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More of a Department of <airquotes>Justice</airquotes>.
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It’s “Department of <whispered — ‘In’>justice”, anymore.
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ACLU is now high on my “Support” list — while Govt is to be minimized.
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because investigating russian spys/agents in the white house isn’t as important
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… or crooked bankers.

My memory’s a bit hazy; was it bankers or the LGBTQ people who caused the depression
in 2008?
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Why it was all those LGBTQ-J(ewish) billionaires, there are hundreds of millions of
them don’t you know? They grappled the pillars of the world and toppled it. /S
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Damn! I forgot about them!
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17 Recommend

Exactly! So many important issues to address for our Democracy and cowardly Sessions
chooses trans kids to highlight and pick on! What about homophobic republican
congressmen who are picking up men in airport washrooms? Can they still use the
bathroom of their choice? Gawd, I get tired of republican hate and fear mongering! 
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Republicans are a despicable lot. Jefferson Beauregard Sessions is particularly
repulsive.
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Not to seem overly biased, but with a name like Jefferson Beauregard,
what might you expect? If a name reflects a person at all, his name says
it all.
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Already living up to expectations.
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Already living up down to expectations. There; fixed it for you.
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No surprise there.

It’s a crying shame that we have an old, white bigot from Alabama leading the DOJ in …. 2017.
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The surprise is that they didn’t do it on Day One.
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They needed Sessions in the Senate for his vote on other vile and unqualified
Cabinet nominees. DeVos would not have made it through without him *and*
Pence as the tie-breaker.
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I’d prefer racist little Nazi cocksucker  !!
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This sucks.  How depressing is this administration?  And it hasn’t even been a month:(

I had the best dream the other night:  Precedent von Munchausen had resigned and HRC was in
the White House, working hard.  As usual she was being investigated by Jason Chaffetz but oh well.

Life was quiet, it was boring, and people were sleeping at night and making plans for the future.

Then I woke up.
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Whatever you do, don’t get off at Willoughby (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/A_Stop_at_Willoughby) …

(One of Dad’s favorite Twilight Zone episodes)
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Hey! I used to live in Willoughby! There actually is such a place, Willoughby Ohio
is right up on Lake Erie in Lake County, and, yes, it was the place that Twilight
Zone episode was based on.

All four grandparents lived there, parents lived there, I moved back there in 1978.
Used to be a nice little farming town, but it’s something of a “upscale” enclave
now — all trying to live the small town Murrikan dream, and destroying the small
town in the process.

Willoughby Ohio 1946
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That would almost be more pleasant. (not nearly as helpful, but what the heck)
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I will be surprised if AG Sessions defends anyone’s civil rights unless it’s a white male.
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You forgot about “rich” and “Christian” [sic].
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Yeah, he’ll defend people’s rights to discriminate against people the Christians
don’t like.  For that he’ll fight heroically.
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A cabinet of predators under the head predator, the one who’s father counseled him to be a killer.
Freedom...for the predators. Of course, freedom means something very different for the prey.
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“President Donald J. Trump is determined to protect the rights of all Americans,
including slights against the LGBTQ community.” 
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Damn this came out wrong.  Anyone who wants to give me a donut, please do.
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But he lies ....... a lot.
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Isn't there a case going before the Supreme Court for a Transgender child #Gavin, out of ?WV? over
his school not restricting what bathroom he can use? Isn't that coming up this week?
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Gavin Grimm, a senior at Gloucester County High School in Gloucester County, Virginia. 

Likely timing for the case, via the Advocate www.advocate.com/...
(http://www.advocate.com/transgender/2016/10/27/gavin-grimm-case-has-major-
implications-transgender-students)

“The Supreme Court did not announce when it will hear arguments in the case. Block said
he expected it to be scheduled early in 2017. If the court schedules cases in the order in
which it has accepted them, which is customary, it would likely be in February, but the
justices have been delaying some cases, he noted.”

Rural Tidewater Virginia is deeply red, politically and culturally. It took a lot of guts for
Gavin and his family not only to challenge the local school board but to become the public
face of defending transgender rights before the Supreme Court.
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Not that I see it happening (SCOTUS will most likely deadlock at 4-4, allowing the
latest ruling to stand), but it would be SUCH a kick in the teeth to JBS for the
Supreme Court to rule on Gavin’s side. Even if it only applied to the regional
decision.
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Thanks for joining up.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)
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First the trans community, the next people of color.  Eventually, Sessions will inflict his wrath on
everyone.  By that time, it’ll be too late.
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Correction: Then, the next group is people of color.

(Sorry, quick typing.)
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Time to post Martin Niemöller’s quote again.
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Yes, indeed.  To see Trump, Bannon, Sessions and the rest of the cabal trying to
dismantle basic civil rights from the laws of America is disheartening.  If we don’t
fight for one group under attack, we are hurting ourselves in the end.
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First is was the Muslims (country ban), then the Mexicans (more wall talk), then
the Australians (Trump stirring up sh!t), then Trans people (this horrific policy),
then <pick a minority>…

Pretty much anyone who is not a rich, cis, straight, white male. Just give him
time. 

It’s been less than a MONTH.
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All hell is going to break loose and I'll be front and center..and I'm white
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Scumbag
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I am transgender, an FtM.  So with this logic, I’d be forced to use the women’s restroom.  Which
means having someone in there who has a beard and lots of chest hair.  But of course no one in
there would ever react by yelling “there’s a man in here!”  I guess we’ll be subjected to a crotch
search.  And with post-op (MtF) trans women, they’ll have to do a genetics test.   
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 Like they can do that at Walmart, et al. I wish you luck and courage; I wish I could be more
help.
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As is my son (like you). He just started his transition, so barely identifiable “peach fuzz” so
far and a deepening voice. So, he can still use the women’s restroom for now. I suspect
that, in 6 months or so, he won’t. Then what? That greatly concerns me.
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By the way, Salish — the best of luck and courage and stamina to you. Good
people have your back.
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barf...
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This is just so wrong. I can't stop crying for our transgender brothers and sisters. Hate is this
administration's only answer. Why why why?
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I guess this is what Sessions meant when he said he would protect the civil rights of the LGBTQ
community. NOT!!
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Please make sure no one reads this statement on the floor of the Senate where the GOP heretics
can hear it.
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TriciaH (/user/TriciaH) Feb 14 · 11:46:03 AM (/comments/1633341/65515603#comment_65515603)

3 Recommend

People who thought make America again with trump. You are screwed.



(/user/GeminiHawk)

[new]


GeminiHawk (/user/GeminiHawk) Feb 14 · 11:46:29 AM (/comments/1633341/65515613#comment_65515613)

4 Recommend

Have you noticed the most homophobic people are the ones hiding deep in the closet with the
garment bags?



(/user/TriciaH)

[new]


TriciaH (/user/TriciaH) Feb 14 · 11:49:47 AM (/comments/1633341/65515658#comment_65515658)

3 Recommend

This Freak (trump) who were rich to do what ever they wanted to our country. GOD, I wish I was
Dead.  Who do you think I going to pay for that wall medicare, social security, Everyone but those
rich white trash.
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(/user/ijbtheterrible)
[new]


ijbtheterrible (/user/ijbtheterrible) Feb 14 · 11:52:18 AM (/comments/1633341/65515689#comment_65515689)

3 Recommend

I am from Mobile Al, never have trusted sessions to do what is right



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) ijbtheterrible

Feb 14 · 07:46:57 PM (/comments/1633341/65521303#comment_65521303)

0 Recommend

But to be fair, he IS doing what is Right (as in RWNJ, homophobia)





(/user/TriciaH)

[new]


TriciaH (/user/TriciaH) Feb 14 · 11:53:05 AM (/comments/1633341/65515706#comment_65515706)

0 Recommend

Sessions is a male whore & His kids are transgender , guessing but true maybe. That's why he is so
angry. trump is a bad man.



(/user/bobbygoode)

[new]


bobbygoode (/user/bobbygoode) Feb 14 · 11:53:09 AM (/comments/1633341/65515707#comment_65515707)

2 Recommend

So Coretta Scott King was completely wrong about Sessions. LOL Klansmen do like to prioritize.



(/user/BJM)

[new]


BJM (/user/BJM) Feb 14 · 12:03:23 PM (/comments/1633341/65515858#comment_65515858)

3 Recommend

If those sanctimonious people would just think about it realistically — what child in elementary
school, not even aware of what sex between a man and a woman means, would be thinking about
changing the sex they were exhibiting?  They are acting on their feelings, and God gave them those
feelings.  Most of us who are open, moral and honest can see that a child is gay LONG before that
child is aware of being different.  Then, they go through the trauma of deciding if they act on the
feelings that God gave them, or follow the truly evil, self-righteous people telling them they are evil
unless gays are doing what THEY tell them.  That is why so many Catholic gay men became priests
and frustrated pedophiles — because they were being emotionally frustrated.  They could never
deal with the truth.



(/user/Old Verger)

[new]


Old Verger (/user/Old Verger) Feb 14 · 12:12:57 PM (/comments/1633341/65515978#comment_65515978)

2 Recommend

Of course this is only the beginning. Start with Ts, and then go after the LGBs. Start with the
Muslims, as another hated and feared group, then go after the Hispanics, then the Jews. It’s the
classic nazi ploy, perfected by Hitler, and now being implemented by Trump.



(/user/MissUnderstood)

[new]


MissUnderstood (/user/MissUnderstood) Feb 14 · 12:20:56 PM (/comments/1633341/65516084#comment_65516084)

5 Recommend

Don’t these idiots understand that they’ve been sharing the bathroom with transgender people all
along and didn’t know it?   They’re going to have a fit when a person that looks and acts very much
like a man will now be forced to use the ladies’ room just because they weren’t born with external
plumbing.  And someone in a dress will be forced to use the men’s room because some doctor
marked male on their birth certificate.  I would think most people with these issues will just keep
quiet and keep doing what they’ve been doing and hope they aren’t found out.  Very sad!  (Correct
me if I’m wrong on this because I don’t personally know any transgender people — that I am aware
of :) )



(/user/llozano)

[new]


llozano (/user/llozano) Feb 14 · 12:43:28 PM (/comments/1633341/65516360#comment_65516360)
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1 Recommend

Sessions is only out to make life worse for many Americans.  So much for equal protection under
the law.  In Sessions mind equal protection means special rights.  



(/user/N4GIX)

[new]


N4GIX (/user/N4GIX) Feb 14 · 12:46:32 PM (/comments/1633341/65516406#comment_65516406)

1 Recommend

What is “Welp”? I could be wrong, but shouldn’t it be “Well”? :)



(/user/mikebek)

[new]


mikebek (/user/mikebek) N4GIX

Feb 14 · 01:12:12 PM (/comments/1633341/65516756#comment_65516756)

1 Recommend

“nonstandard spelling of well (https://www.google.com
/search?rlz=1C1NHXL_enUS710US711&q=define+well&
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjU4vXov5DSAhWI2YMKHZU2DW4QgCsIHzAA) , representing an
informal pronunciation (typically used to convey resignation or disappointment).”

1st hit when you google the word. Now you can say you learned something today.



1



(/user/Michael39301)

[new]


Michael39301 (/user/Michael39301) Feb 14 · 12:49:06 PM (/comments/1633341/65516441#comment_65516441)

3 Recommend

Sessions is the world’s SECOND biggest liar, next to Trump obviously!



(/user/cmeegan)

[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) Feb 14 · 01:00:29 PM (/comments/1633341/65516595#comment_65516595)

1 Recommend

We already knew he was a pig.



(/user/Jennifer Lee)

[new]


Jennifer Lee (/user/Jennifer Lee) cmeegan

Feb 14 · 03:59:49 PM (/comments/1633341/65519007#comment_65519007)

1 Recommend

 A CRUEL pig.





(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) Jennifer Lee

Feb 14 · 06:12:23 PM (/comments/1633341/65520384#comment_65520384)

0 Recommend

Pigs are neither what we humans call pigs, and are definitely not cruel. Sessions
is simply a nazi asshole.





(/user/LenR)

[new]


LenR (/user/LenR) Feb 14 · 01:02:09 PM (/comments/1633341/65516622#comment_65516622)

1 Recommend

Small suggestion: you know how many comments opposing Obama gleefully made a point of
including his middle name (Barack *Hussein*...) as a not-so-subtle attempt to imply some sort of
imaginary Muslim (& therefore, in their minds, un-American) connection? Well, that works both
ways: How about in comment references to Sessions, wherever it might make a point, he’s referred
to by that fine old Confederate appellation, “Jefferson Beauregard”? Maybe it'll catch on.
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(/user/retiredtchr)
[new]


retiredtchr (/user/retiredtchr) Feb 14 · 01:08:22 PM (/comments/1633341/65516700#comment_65516700)

2 Recommend

Another example of Trump’s lies.  So, if he were impeached, convicted and removed, too bad his
entire selection of VP, Cabinet, etc., cannot  be revoked as well.  Shame on the gutless Republicans
who knew exactly what Jeff Sessions represented, yet voted him in anyway.  This is on their heads.



(/user/WilliamOP)

[new]


WilliamOP (/user/WilliamOP) Feb 14 · 01:21:01 PM (/comments/1633341/65516885#comment_65516885)

2 Recommend

Now, you didn’t actually BELIEVE Trump would keep his promise of equality, did you?

Good thing our Medicare is safe.  Trump sez.



(/user/bluepittsley)

[new]


bluepittsley (/user/bluepittsley) Feb 14 · 01:22:17 PM (/comments/1633341/65516904#comment_65516904)

0 Recommend

Trash!! What did anyone expect?!?!



(/user/lil devil)

[new]


lil devil (/user/lil devil) Feb 14 · 01:44:12 PM (/comments/1633341/65517204#comment_65517204)

0 Recommend

“Strike one” for Jeffy on Equal rights!



(/user/Dixie12)

[new]


Dixie12 (/user/Dixie12) Feb 14 · 01:58:18 PM (/comments/1633341/65517406#comment_65517406)

0 Recommend

Here we go! One of his first actions is to take away rights under the law. 



(/user/JohnnieZ)

[new]


JohnnieZ (/user/JohnnieZ) Feb 14 · 02:11:35 PM (/comments/1633341/65517616#comment_65517616)

2 Recommend

Well, looks like we have a government full of Dixie throwbacks and Neo-Nazis. Makes me feel all
warm inside.



(/user/dsnottselliott)

[new]


dsnottselliott (/user/dsnottselliott) Feb 14 · 03:06:51 PM (/comments/1633341/65518365#comment_65518365)

3 Recommend

DOJ is now DOWCPJ — Department Of White Conservative People’s Justice!



(/user/Blatantone)

[new]


Blatantone (/user/Blatantone) Feb 14 · 03:23:57 PM (/comments/1633341/65518579#comment_65518579)

1 Recommend

Trump is not going to do anything for the American citizens. He’s in the oval office to help himself
and other wealthy businessmen. The Trump voters screwed themselves and us along with them.
RESIST THE LIES! 



(/user/Blatantone)

[new]


Blatantone (/user/Blatantone) Feb 14 · 03:25:36 PM (/comments/1633341/65518602#comment_65518602)

1 Recommend

Session’s is a little racist bigot weasel!
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(/user/LindaJ1485)

[new]


LindaJ1485 (/user/LindaJ1485) Feb 14 · 03:31:27 PM (/comments/1633341/65518677#comment_65518677)

1 Recommend

Were not the lesbian/gay/transgendered population  among the first Hitler’s Third Reich tried to
exterminated? And now we have our very own Hitler, and one of his top choices is already
beginning discrimination.

Someone on another comment said that wearing a safety pin indicated that the person wearing it
was willing to escort a transgendered person to the right damn bathroom. Mine goes on tomorrow
as well as a sign on my door explaining its significance.



(/user/TessStanding)

[new]


TessStanding (/user/TessStanding) Feb 14 · 03:44:41 PM (/comments/1633341/65518837#comment_65518837)

1 Recommend

Sessions is an evil little man, evil. And the Republicans who know it put him in this role. They are all
going down on the dark side of history.



(/user/Barbysu)

[new]


Barbysu (/user/Barbysu) Feb 14 · 03:52:02 PM (/comments/1633341/65518919#comment_65518919)

2 Recommend

Is Trump capable of distinguishing between the factual truth and an irrational lie?  Never have I
witnessed persons lying with such impunity as the Trump Administration.  They live in a alternative
universe!



(/user/PackerFan)

[new]


PackerFan (/user/PackerFan) Feb 14 · 04:33:20 PM (/comments/1633341/65519367#comment_65519367)

0 Recommend

This comes weeks after a (brief) White House statement (https://www.whitehouse.gov
/the-press-office/2017/01/31/president-donald-j-trump-will-continue-enforce-executive-
order) that literally began with “President Donald J. Trump is determined to protect the
rights of all Americans, including the LGBTQ community.” 

Our Fearful Leader does not believe non-Republican Americans, much less the LGBTQ community,
HAVE any rights. So it’s easy for him to promise to defend rights that don’t exist.

My lord, I think I’m beginning to read Trump statements and decypher what he is REALLY saying.
My therapist has a load of work to do to return me to sanity. I feel so ...EWWWWWWW… dirty.



(/user/RichardJB)

[new]


RichardJB (/user/RichardJB) Feb 14 · 05:20:58 PM (/comments/1633341/65519829#comment_65519829)

2 Recommend

Two things are obvious here. 1. Donald Trump is a liar. 2. Donald Trump doesn’t know what’s going
on in the White House.

This move is a disgrace.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Feb 14 · 07:26:19 PM (/comments/1633341/65521082#comment_65521082)

0 Recommend

I see that the “A” in A.G. stands for “Asshattorney”...
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